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2013 HUAUTLA EXPEDITION

CHRIS JEWELL

Caving began on Tuesday, February 26, 2013. 
Thanks to a strong team, within one week the 
cave was rigged to Sump 1, Camp 3 established, 
and Jason Mallinson had relined Sumps 1 and 
2. After another week the rest of the diving and 
other equipment for exploration beyond the sumps 
were ready at the sump so that a team of five div-
ers could spend one week exploring. Jason went 
through and set up Camp 6 on Monday, March 
11. The following day the rest of the divers made 
their way through Sumps 1 and 2. In total, six dry 
tubes’ worth of gear was dived through, with each 
of the three rebreather divers making two dives. 
Two other divers went through to Camp 6 using 
open-circuit gear.

A total of six dives were made in Sump 9 by 
Jason Mallinson and Chris Jewell. On the first dive 
Jason reached –30 meters in poor visibility. On the 
next dive Chris reached –48 meters before ascend-
ing to surface in a static pool after 250 meters. A 
muddy ascending tube was followed for around 
30 meters. On the third dive Jason returned to this 
section with some rope, but all passages closed 
down. Next Chris and Jason dived together, with 
the divers on opposite sides of the passage in an 
attempt to find the main underwater continu-
ation. Jason found a tunnel leading off the left 
hand wall that both divers followed down to –60 
meters before surveying out. The final dive was 
made by Jason, who followed this tunnel down 
to –81 meters, which was the limit of the trimix 
being used. The final dive reached a point 440 
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